Easter Treatment of AMD

Tecroveer’s journey from conception to commissioning
Tecroveer successfully designed, installed and commissioned the pump stations at
the Eastern Basin Plant, the largest AMD treatment plant in Africa and considered the
largest of its type in the world. The experience gathered from the project is
invaluable for the company's involvement in future projects of a similar scale.

T

he formal opening of the Eastern Basin
AMD treatment plant represents one of the
most signiﬁcant steps toward the
management and mitigation of the AMD problem
in South Africa in recent years. Hailed as a
resounding success, the project represents the
completion of the ﬁrst phase of the initiative,
resulting in the eradication of the immediate
decant threat in all of the three Witwatersrand
basins. The Eastern Basin Plant is the largest
AMD treatment plant in Africa and the largest of
its type in the world.

Tecroveer's role
The Eastern Basin Plant's success is personiﬁed
by the growth and achievements of water
treatment specialist engineering ﬁrm, Tecroveer.
The Tecroveer journey started with a small subcontacted work package on Central Basin (a sister
plant) where the company designed, installed and
commissioned the pump stations. This prepared
and equipped the company to execute the full
mechanical supply and installation for the Eastern

Basin Project including all piping, mechanical
supply, design, installation, full commissioning
and ongoing operations.

Engineering prowess
A testament to the company's engineering
prowess was the successful in-house design,
fabrication, construction and commissioning of
ﬁve (ﬁrst of their kind) high rate minerals
thickeners speciﬁcally designed for the AMD
Project. This decision signiﬁcantly broadened and
expanded the exposure of Tecroveer, catapulting
the company into the realm of the proprietary
design and manufacture of large processing
equipment.
In addition to the successful completion of the
Project, Tecroveer operates the Eastern Basin
AMD treatment plant to the highest standards of
efﬁciency, maintainability and cleanliness.

Invaluable experience for future projects
The experience gained in large project execution
has been successfully applied by the company

when targeting other areas of the industrial water
treatment market. At the time of this publication,
Tecroveer together with international alliance
partners is in the process of executing its ﬁrst
combined efﬂuent treatment, water reuse and
energy recovery project in Gauteng.
Upon commissioning, this project will process
efﬂuent from a beverage manufacturing facility
into clean water (for re-use in utilities and
supporting systems) while ensuring that any
discharged efﬂuent will meet the municipal
discharge requirements. High quality biogas
which is produced as a by-product is fed to a
combined heat power generator allowing
beneﬁciation of the waste energy by turning it into
useable heat and electricity. The project is
indicative of the future of wastewater treatment in
this country, where challenges will be turned into
opportunities.

THE SOLUTION TO MINE IMPACTED WATER
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BECON SEWAGE TREATMENT SOLUTIONS – AVAILABLE IN CONTAINERISED UNITS OR PERMANENT BUILD
Standard Becon Bio-Filter Rotating Biological Contractor Wastewater Treatment Plants are available in
conventional, packaged, and prefabricated containerised congurations for populations of 50 to 2 000
persons. These RBC plants are self-compensating to load variations and can be used for water
recycling systems where required.
Repair, reconditioning, monitoring,
training, upgrading of existing
plants and construction
of new plants
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servicing Africa and the
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Project engineers
and manufacturers of water and wastewater
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